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WHY NOT FORWARD THIS PDF 
TO A FRIEND? 

 
If you’ve found this report useful to your business, then please share it!  
 
You could easily help your friends by sharing this PDF with them via email or social 

media.  So please forward it to a friend with our full permission.  
 
Or, if you run a website of your own then please feel free to offer it as a free 
downloadable PDF or free giveaway.  

 

POLITE NOTICE: You DO NOT Have the Right To 
Edit, Extract, Repurpose Or Claim Ownership Of 

This PDF Or The Contents 
© 2019 Nick James, eShowcase Inc. 

Distributed Worldwide by: 

Dan Walter AFF_EMAIL 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted in any 

form whatsoever, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any 

informational storage or retrieval system without express written, dated and signed 

permission from the author.  

DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES:  

The information presented herein represents the view of the author as of the date of 

publication. Because of the rate with which conditions change, the author reserves the right to 

alter and update his opinion based on the new conditions. The report is for informational 

purposes only. While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided in this 

report, neither the author nor his affiliates/partners assume any responsibility for errors, 

inaccuracies or omissions. Any slights of people or organizations are unintentional. If advice 

concerning legal or related matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified professional 

should be sought. This report is not intended for use as a source of legal or accounting advice. 

You should be aware of any laws which govern business transactions or other business 

practices in your country and state. Any reference to any person or business whether living or 

dead is purely coincidental.  
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About the Author Nick James 
After starting his first Internet business in 2001 Nick James is widely considered one 

of the Internet’s leading independent information publishers and direct response 

marketers.  

He recently was awarded Internet Marketer of The Year by The Profit Coalition, is 

the author of best-selling book: Six Figures A Year In Info Publishing and, together 

with his wife Kate, is also a contributor to Rise of the JVZoo Super Hero’s. 

More Free Training… 
 

 

 

 

 

If you enjoy this report, and you would like to receive additional free training from 

Nick James, then you will be pleased to know that we have a total of 11 PDFs in this 

series:  

 7 Ways To Get Maximum Email Subscribers In Minimum Time 

 10 Types Of Blog Posts You Can Create In 10 Minutes Or Less 

 10 Ways To Create Your Next Information Product Faster 

 17 Ways To Use Email Marketing To Generate More Traffic And Sales 

 20 Ways To Repurpose Your Blog Content 

 40 Simple Hacks For Creating Content People Love To Read 

 101 Fill In the Blanks Subject Line Templates That Get Opens And Clicks  

 The 10-Step Action Plan For Writing Blog Posts That Sell Like Crazy 

 The 25 Point Flash Sale Checklist For Creating Cash On Demand 

 7 Easy Set It And Forget It Ways To Make More Money Via Your Existing 

Website 

 7 Proven Methods To Ethically Persuade Customers To Buy Your Backend Or 

Upsell Offer 

Simply visit the following page to get access and download the complete collection: 

https://www.nick-james.com/extra 

https://www.jvzoo.com/c/1110937/288649?tid=rebrandio1
https://www.jvzoo.com/c/1110937/322307?tid=rebrandio1
https://www.rebrand.io/extra?aff_first_name=Dan&aff_last_name=Walter&aff_id=1110937
https://www.nick-james.com/extra?aff_first_name=Dan&aff_last_name=Walter&aff_id=1110937
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Introduction 
 

No matter what kind of business you’re running, you’re going to use your blog as an 

important sales tool. Every post is a chance to make a sale or warm someone up to an 

idea.  You might be selling a product, or you might be selling people on the idea of 

joining your list in exchange for a lead magnet. Either way, your blog posts are some 

of the most important sales tools in your arsenal. 

 

But heads up… 

 

This is only true if you know how to write blogs posts that sell. In other words, not 

just any blog post will get people clicking through to your sales pages and lead pages.  

 

So how do you craft effective blog posts that sell like crazy? Simple: by following this 

10-step plan…. 

Step 1. Decide What To Sell  
 

The first thing you need to do is figure out what you’re going to sell, and then you 

need to determine what type of post will best help you accomplish your goal. This is 

something you’re going to want to spend a lot of time considering, because it is a big 

key to your success. 

 

Generally, think of how to create content that’s useful yet incomplete. This is a blog 

post that solves part of your prospects’ problems, but then directs them to a paid 

offer to solve the rest of their problem. 

So let me give you five examples of choosing a post format to sell a specific offer: 
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 You’re selling a software service, such as an autoresponder. You 

can create a step-by-step guide for setting up a mailing list, and then 

embed a recommendation for the autoresponder within this guide. 

 

 You’re selling an app like meal-planning software. You can offer a 

blog post with 10 nutrition tips for losing weight. The final tip can be 

centered on using meal-planning software. 

 

 You’re selling a social media marketing course. You can post an 

article about how to get more followers on Facebook, and then point to 

the course as a way to monetize and leverage this traffic. 

 

 You’re selling a physical product, such as golf clubs. You can write 

an article about how to select the right clubs, and include your 

recommendation within the content. 

 

 You’re selling a comprehensive course in how to write a sales 

letter. You can post a “cheat sheet” that tells people what to do for each 

step, but it doesn’t provide the in-depth instruction they need to write a 

good letter. 

 

See how that works? You can post tips, you can post an overview of a process, or you 

can even post in-depth instructions for part of a process. But in all cases, they format 

of the entire article should be a good fit for the product and naturally lead to the offer. 

Next up… 

Step 2. Know Your Audience 
 

Don’t even think about writing a single word until you know your audience and you 

know what they want. This allows you to not only pick an offer that you know they’ll 

want to buy, but it also gives you the ability to “get inside their head.” The more you 

know and understand your audience, the easier it is for you to create content that 

connects with them on an emotional level. 

So how do you get to know your audience? Try out these three tips: 
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 Eavesdrop on their conversations. This means visiting niche forums, 

social media groups and blog discussions. This simple step will give you a 

great insight into what your audience thinks about certain topics and 

products in your niche. 

 

 Interact with them on social media. Here you take it a step further by 

actually talking to your audience. Ask them questions, find out their pains 

and figure out what kind of solutions they’re looking for. 

 

 Hang out with them offline. For example, if you’re selling products to 

bodybuilders, then go hang out at the nearest bodybuilding gym in your 

area and spend some time getting to know your target market. 

 

Next step… 

Step 3. Outline and Research 
 

At this point you have a pretty good idea of your article topic and format—basically, 

something that naturally leads to you promoting the paid product. So for this step you 

need to outline and research. 

Even if you know the tips or procedures you want to share in your post, it’s still a 

good idea to do some research. Your research can help with things such as: 

 Finding a good quote or inspirational story to share at the 

beginning of the article. This is a great way to engage someone 

emotionally. 

 

 Statistics and other data to back up your claims in the article. For 

example, you might share a sobering statistic about how much money an 

average online marketer makes. And then you can launch into an article  

about how the reader can avoid becoming another marketer who can 

barely cover the hosting bills. 

 

 Ideas about how to structure your content. For example, if you 

notice that a lot of articles in your niche are big lists, then you might want 

to create something popular since it’s an in-demand format. 
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Once your research is complete, then outline and organize your topics and subtopics 

in the way you want them to appear in your article. Then move onto the next step… 

 

Step 4. Craft a Compelling Title 
 

A lot of marketers just slap any old title on the article and then focus all their 

attention on crafting the article itself. 

 

Guess what? Your readers are going to focus most of their attention on your title. And 

if your title doesn’t absolutely stop them in their tracks and grab their attention, then 

they’re not even going to bother reading your article. 

 

Point is, you need to spend time crafting a good title that will get attention and draw 

readers into your content. Here are tips… 

 

Share Benefits 

 

The idea here is to answer the “what’s in it for me?” question that’s floating in the 

back of your prospect’s mind. 

 

For example: “The #1 Best Way to Double Your Conversion Rate” 

 

Arouse Curiosity 

 

Sometimes this is as easy as using a word like “secrets” in your title, which will make 

your prospects want to find out what you know that  
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they don’t. 

 

For example: “The 7 Best-Kept Secrets of Looking 10 Years Younger” 

 

Use Social Proof 

This is a headline that says, “Everyone else is doing it, you should too.” 

 

For example: “Here’s What The World’s Best Copywriters Do To Create Million-

Dollar Sales Letters…” 

 

Ask a Question 

This question can arouse curiosity, help qualify the reader, or even just engage them 

by making them think.  

 

For example: “Are You Making These Expensive Home-Buying Mistakes?” 

Step 5. Present a Strong Opener  
 

Your title grabbed attention – now you need to hold your reader’s attention with a 

strong, engaging opener. Here are five ways to do it: 

 

 Tell a story. For example, share a story about how someone very similar 

to the reader overcame the same problem your reader is now facing. 
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 Share a shocking fact or statistic. The idea here is to get someone to 

sit up and pay attention. For example, share a shocking fact about how 

many people die of heart disease each year/ 

 

 

 Say something unbelievable or controversial. Is there something in 

your niche that almost everyone believes is true? You can shock people 

right out of their seats by opening an article that goes against this 

mainstream thought. You might even ask a question to at least get 

people considering the idea that something might not be true. For 

example, “What if the moon landing never happened?” 

 

 

 Bust a myth. Do some people in your niche believe something that is 

hurting their results? Then you might open by busting this myth. For 

example, “Doing sit ups isn’t going to give you six pack abs. That’s 

because abs are made in the kitchen, not the gym.” 

 

 

 Ask a question. This is a great way to engage your readers and get 

them to start qualifying themselves. For example, “Do you ever get 

embarrassed by your dog’s bad behavior with guests?” 

Step 6. Plant Seeds 
 

At this point your prospect is hooked and reading. So now you need to start planting 

seeds about a problem.  

Basically, this is where you set up your post for the call to action that’s coming at the 

end. 

For example: 

 

 If this is an instructional “how to” post, you might make a reference to an 

easier way to accomplish one particularly difficult step. 

 

 If you’re sharing tips, you’ll want to share something novel, such as a 

new twist on an old method. This will keep the reader hooked, and they’ll 

be interested in any offer that shares even more novel information. 
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Engage your reader on an emotional level and talk about their problem. Offer part of 

the solution, with a hint that they’ll discover a full solution in just moments. 

 

Step 7. Show Proof, Expertise, and Credibility  
 

You need to give people a reason to believe what you’re saying. That’s because people 

want to follow an authority on the topic. If they start to view you as an authority, it 

will be much easier to get them to click on your links. 

 

Here are three ways to prove your case and establish your credibility and expertise: 

 

 Be confident. When you impart information, share it with confidence. 

Use phrases like, “Do this…” rather than weak lines such as, “You can 

probably…” 

 

 Drop in your credentials. For example, you might say something like, 

“When I won my fiction award for best thriller novel last year…” 

 

 Show proof. You might actually insert photos or other graphics that 

prove what you’re saying. Or you might  

provide a case study of how someone else got really good results using 

the methods you’re teaching in the article. 

 

Step 8. Introduce the Solution 
 

At this point you’ve given your reader something useful, such as an overview of a 

process, tips or something else to help them solve their problem. Now you need to 

introduce the rest of the solution, along with the benefits of this solution. 
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For example, let’s suppose you’re selling a low-fat cookbook. You might talk about the 

problem and then introduce the solution: 

 

I don’t know about you, but one of the things I’ve always hated about dieting is 

that the food was never very good. Who wants to choke on rice cakes and eat 

plain chicken breast for every meal? 

 

Good news – now you don’t have to. Because now you can lose weight even 

while you’re eating all your favorite foods – including chocolate cake! 

 

Introducing… [here you’d insert the title along with the benefits such as easy to 

prepare, affordable, and guaranteed to taste great]… 

Step 9. Offer a Strong Call To Action 
 

If you’ve followed the previous steps, then you’ve lead your reader right down to the 

end of the article. And best of all, the reader is very interested in this solution you’ve 

been talking about. 

Now it’s time to drop a call to action in front of them along with a link. This is where 

you tell them what to do next, and why they should do it. 

For example, “Click here to download your copy of this cookbook – and do it now so 

you can have a delicious dish for dinner tonight!” 

 

Step 10. Proof and Polish 
 

You want to make your best impression, so set your post aside for a few days so that 

you can look at it with fresh eyes. Then follow these tips: 
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 Read it out loud. This will help you catch portions of your content that 

are bumpy or otherwise don’t read well. 

 

 Get someone else to proofread. They’ll catch the errors, as you’re 

probably too close to the work to see them. 

 

 Look for ways to make the content more engaging. Sometimes this 

is as simple as using different words. For example, instead of saying 

something is “fast,” you might describe it as “lightning quick.” This paints 

a picture in the reader’s mind and draws them into the content. 

 

Closing Thoughts 
 

As you just discovered, writing content that sells like crazy has very little to do with 

the technical side of writing, such as good grammar and spelling. Instead, it’s all 

about knowing your audience, drawing them in, and then leading them to your call to 

action. You now have a 10-step blueprint that shows you exactly how to do this, so 

put it to work for you today! 
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Recommended Resources  
 

Six Figures A Year. This course is based on my personal experience making $100,000+ a 

year selling books, reports, webinars, courses and other information products online. Let 

me take you by the hand and show you how to copy my success. 

http://www.SixFiguresAYear.com 

Simple Product Profit Formula  If you can write 7-15 page reports, you can make a living 

from the comfort of your own home, working your own schedule. 

http://www.SimpleProductProfitFormula.com 

Premium Product Profit Formula.  Discover how to create your own $97 products in 48 hours 

or less!  Ramp up your sales quickly by creating your own “premium” products in just two 

days. http://www.PremiumProductProfitFormula.com  

Affiliate Traffic Game Plan.  The “no-cost, no-budget” system for getting other people to 

send you traffic.  Jam-packed with strategies, mini-blueprints, examples, fill-in-the-blank 

templates spread out over 3 hours and 150+ pages, this is THE system for getting free traffic 

to your website. http://www.AffiliateTrafficGamePlan.com    

The Free To Fee System.  Learn how to give away free content to generate traffic to your 

website AND persuade people to buy your products.  This is THE go-to training course on 

the subject. http://www.FreeToFee.com 

Email Marketing Game Plan.  Fill-in-the-blank email templates.  Promotional ideas for every 

week of the year.  Copy and paste starters.  Everything you need to hit “fast forward” on 

creating emails that get results.  http://www.EmailMarketingGamePlan.com 

Sales Copy Game Plan The “best bang for your buck” for learning how to write salesletters 

that convince people to buy what you’re selling.  Take the “10-day challenge” and learn 

to write copy like a pro. http://www.SalesCopyGamePlan.com 

Unfair Advantage Cheat Sheets.  Over 880 pages of fill-in-the-blanks templates, swipe files, 

case studies, training tutorials and more to make writing anything faster, easier, and 

better.  True must-have for every content writer. http://www.UnfairAdvantageCheatSheets.com   

https://jvz3.com/c/1110937/288649
https://jvz3.com/c/1110937/264293
https://jvz3.com/c/1110937/288699
https://jvz3.com/c/1110937/268931
https://jvz3.com/c/1110937/288703
https://jvz3.com/c/1110937/288813
https://jvz3.com/c/1110937/269407
https://jvz3.com/c/1110937/264295
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